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The polarization of recoil protons and scattered Jl mesons during the scattering of polarized 
Jl mesons on unpolarized protons is computed by taking into account the proton electromag
netic form factors. 

WE report here the calculated polarization of the 
recoil protons and scattered Jl mesons in the scat
tering of polarized Jl mesons by unpolarized pro
tons at rest. The form factors of the protons are 
taken into account. The calculations were similar 
to those carried out for electrons, 1•2 the only ex
ception being the account of the Jl -meson rest mass 
m. 

We shall define the polarization of the recoil 
proton in terms of a vector z~. the average value 
of the spin operator in the rest system. The po
larization vectors for the incident and scattered 
Jl mesons are denoted t ~ and t ~. respectively. It 
is convenient to resolve the polarization vectors 
into longitudinal and transverse components, de
fined for the incident meson in the following 
fashion: 

~~~=~~PlllP11. ~~f=~in, ~U =~~lP1nliiPd· (1)* 

Here n = (Pt x P2)/l (Pt x P2) I, where Pt and P2 
are the momenta of the incident and scattered 
mesons. For the recoil proton and the scattered 
meson the definitions are analogous to (1). 

We obtain for the polarization of the recoil 
protons 

zgl = ct.u ~~I + ct.u ~~~II , 

zg)1 = au~~~ + ct.tt ~~~~, z~t- = ct.22~gf, (2)* 
where 
ct.11 = 2MT)x(1 + f:l) [~2 -T)£ -m2 (1 + '11)1 M2], 
C1.zt = mTJX (1 + f:l) tg {)' [2TJ + 2TJ£- £2 + m2 1M2], 
C1.tl = M£x (1- f:lTJ) tg {)' [£2- 2TJ£- 2T)- m21M2], 
a 11 =- 2mTJX (1 - f:l'l'\) (1 + £), 
ct.22=- 2m11 (1 + f:l) (1- f:l'l1) I MN, 

X = ( T] I ( T] + 1)) '/z (1 + f:l) I I P1 l N • 
N = '11 (1 + f:l)2 (2'11- m21M2) + (1 + f:l2'11) (£2- 2'11£- '1'\). 

*[p1 n] = p1 xn.; tg =tan 

We use the following notation: J. - scattering 
angle, ; = EtfM, Jl = b/a, TJ = (p 1 - p2 )2 /4M2, E 1 
- energy of incident meson, a and b - electric 
and magnetic form factors of the proton, respec
tively.1 

For the polarization of the scattered Jl mesons 
we have 

~gl = ~II ~~I + ~It ~u , 
~~)I = ~II ~~I + ~II ~~)I , ~gt = ~22~~~-, (3) 

where 
~11 = {(1 + f:l2 '11) [£ (£- 2TJ) (1 + cos2 'fr)- 2T] 

- m2 M-2 sin2 'fr]+ 2'11 (1 + f:l) 2 [£ (£- 2'11) sin2 {)'- 2Tj 
- m2 1 M2 ]} 1 2N cos {)', 

~11 = msin'fr[(l + f:l2 '11) (TJ- s) + TJ (1 + f:l) 2 (£ + 2TJ)ll MN, 

~~~ = m sin 'fr [ ( 1 + f:l2'11) (s - '11) - TJ ( 1 + f:l )2 61 1 M N, 

~11 = {(1 + f:l2TJ) [£ (s- 2'11) (1 + cos2 'fr)- 2'11- m2 M-2 sin2 'fr] 
- 2TJ (1 + f:l) 2 m2M-2 cos2 'fr} 1 2N cos 'fr, 

~22 = {(1 + f:l2TJ) (62- 2T]s- '1'\)- m2T] (1 + f:l) 2 I M2} IN. 
The proton form factors contained in these 

formulae are determined from electron-scattering 
experiments. The only assumptions made in the 
derivation of the formulae were that the first Born 
approximation in the electromagnetic field is valid 
and that the f-L meson is point-like. Consequently 
if the deviations from these formulae exceed the 
corrections of the second Born approximations, 
this will serve as evidence of the presence of 
Jl -meson structure. 
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